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In the blended learning arena…

"Providing classroom instructors with blended learning training 
is like giving a lion tamer an imaginary whip and chair;  it's not 
the courage to be in the cage, the trick is to be able to react to 

the invisible lions."    



• Some background information about Army training 
and education

• The “Asynchronous Distributed Learning Instructor 
Course” (AdLIC) (+ live Blackboard demo)

• Practical strategies for teaching classroom 
instructors how to facilitate discussion boards

• Managing student expectations about 
asynchronous instruction on a semi-synchronous 
schedule

• Lessons learned and applied guidance

• Q & A

Session agenda



Army training and education

• Delivering resident, blended, and online training to 
U.S. Army soldiers and civilians 

• 32 Army training schools, in 16 locations e.g., 

– Armor School at Fort Knox

– Signal School at Fort Gordon

– Army War College at Carlisle Barracks

• 590,000+ training seats (soldiers & civilians)

• The Army Distributed Learning Program (TADLP), 

168,000+ e.g., delivered as web-based training, web-
enhanced training, interactive multimedia instruction (IMI), 
video-teletraining, CD-ROM, correspondence courses, etc.

• Middle States Association of Cos & Schools)



An avalanche of technology 
within the last decade…

Army Distributed Learning 2010

"To improve readiness by the delivery 
of individual, collective, and self-
development training to Soldiers and 
units any time and any place through 
the application of multiple means and 
technologies.”
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Army training and education



Army training and education
Training emphasis –

specific skill sets and 

performance expectations,  

e.g., communication equipment 

training at the Signal School at 

Fort Gordon

Education emphasis –

specialized academic programs 

& general education – e.g., 

Strategic Studies (Master’s 

degree) program at the Army War 

College, legal studies at the 

Judge Advocates General School

Diverse user population
(Privates & General Officers) with 

widely differing educational 

backgrounds



Army training and education
• Separation of “face-to-face” 

resident instruction from 
distributed learning operations in 
proponent schools

• Classroom instructors typically 
“…don’t do dL”

• Distributed learning started as 
“IMI” only

• Recent (~2006) Army move 
toward blended learning, putting 
classroom instructors “in-the-
loop” with web-based, 
asynchronous courses



Army training and education

• Army design and 
development process 
is true ADDIE  (i.e., 
in contrast to many 
home-grown, faculty 
developed dL courses 
in H.E.)

• Private contractors 
professionally develop 
much of IMI, etc., big 
$$ projects, extended 
timeframes



Army training and education
• Shift to blended learning is a 

new challenge for classroom 
instructors --- now, they must 
also learn how to be a web-
based (e.g., Blackboard), 
asynchronous “facilitator”

• As a result, in 2006-07 the 
Army began developing  a 
new “Asynchronous 
Distributed Learning 
Instructor Course” (AdLIC)

• AdLIC Course launched in 
mid-2008



• AdLIC is designed to teach the fundamentals 
of asynchronous instruction

• Focus is on skills and competencies necessary 
to facilitate an asynchronous course 
(…especially, the discussion boards)

• Pre-requisite is “instructor” qualification and 
prior classroom teaching experience

• 40-hour course, asynchronous (Blackboard), 
part-time (10 hours per week), for 4 weeks



• AdLIC course components

– 5 Interactive Multimedia Instruction (IMI) content 
modules (~3-4 IMI lessons per module)

– 17 practical exercises plus a cumulative exam 
(mix of discussion board exercises, various writing 
tasks, quizzes, and group participation)

– Instructor/facilitator “in-the-loop”

– Most tasks scored on a “GO” or “NO GO” basis

– Must complete 80% of PE’s with “GO” and also 
score at least 70% on cumulative exam



• AdLIC IMI – sample lesson titles:
– “Characteristics and motivation of asynchronous students”

– “Importance of interaction in an asynchronous course”

– “Asynchronous learner Issues”

– “Working with difficult learners”

– “Asynchronous collaboration/communication”

– “Blended learning teaching techniques”

– “Asynchronous course management systems”

– “Asynchronous course components”

– “Classroom management”

– “Evaluating asynchronous learner performance”

– “Deliver effective asynchronous instruction”



• AdLIC students:

– represent a broad spectrum of academic and 
technical skills (i.e., much like community college 
students)

– Both military and civilian students, from different 
types of proponent schools

– Most are face-to-face instructors with NO dL 
experience

– Most required to take AdLIC in order to continue 
with their instructional load 
(some, exclusively in a web-based mode instead of face-to-face)



• Technical considerations:

– Requires AKO authentication on Army network

– Requires DoD certificates installed on workstation

– Workstation must conform to “Army Gold” 
software standards and configurations

– IMI, Flash, and browser considerations

– Blackboard / network not always stable

– Some students have little prior technical skills



AdLIC Demo (Blackboard)



AdLIC: practical strategies

• Presence of explicit “Code of conduct”

• “Water cooler” introductions and/or other 
ice-breaker exercises

• Use of small groups to facilitate interaction 
(5-7 students in each group)

• Use of discussion board “scenarios” (practical 

situations related to teaching dL students --- scenarios 
address many of the common discussion board pitfalls)

• Multiple job aids as resource materials



AdLIC: practical strategies

• Practice with different discussion board roles 
(facilitator, summarizer, participant)

• Continuous instructor/facilitator involvement 
via monitoring and follow-up emails

• Instructor/facilitator role is to keep 
discussions on track (i.e., to monitor) ---
but not necessarily to join in the discussion

• Instructor feedback to individual students 
within assignments posted in the gradebook



AdLIC: scenario topics

• “I’m uncomfortable in an online group environment.”

• “Support for technical difficulties…”

• “Falls behind…”

• “I do the work and others get credit”

• “Monitoring student progress…”

• “The ‘sharp-shooter’ know-it-all.”

• “Other group members don’t finish their work.”

• “Life impact…”

• “Group members slow my progress.”



AdLIC: Code of Conduct
• Threaded discussion forums are to be used as a 

communication tool to address course content only.  
Attempts to elicit discussion that is irrelevant to the 
discussion are prohibited. 

• All learners have the right to share their opinion.  Do not 
post disrespectful comments; expectations are that 
students in this course will maintain a professional 
demeanor at all times.

• Disagreement is allowed; however, criticisms of an idea or 
solution must be communicated constructively.   

• Maintain a considerate atmosphere in discussion forums; 
students are not to use profanity and/or inappropriate 
comments.



• All learners have the right to participate in the threaded 
discussion.  Dominating a discussion by posting an excessive 
amount of responses is unprofessional and highly 
discouraged.

• Threaded discussions call for the open exchange of original 
ideas; therefore, yes/no or agree/disagree comments alone 
are deemed an insufficient contribution.

• A minimum number of posts will be communicated in the PE 
directions; failure to meet this minimum will result in a NO 
GO grade.

• Comments must not be posted in all capital letters.

AdLIC: Code of Conduct



Semi-synchronous expectations

• While content is asynchronous, assignments & 
practical exercises are NOT = daily schedule

• Discussion board practical exercises are 
especially time sensitive, i.e., maximum 
interaction ONLY if everyone participates at 
about the same time (i.e., on a daily basis)

• Assignments and practical exercises released 
on a weekly basis (NO work-ahead)



Managing student expectations

• Early warning (“Welcome to AdLIC note”) 
that the course is “…not totally self-paced.” 

• Daily assignment schedule

• Use of “Announcements” to pace student 
progress, highlight common problem areas

• Weekly content release schedule

• Weekly email assignment reminders and 
updates





Lessons learned & applied guidance

• Overall course goal is for instructors to feel 
comfortable in blended learning environments

• Also, understanding (and believing) that online 
interactions with students are “real”

• Writing skills are especially critical for effective 
online facilitators (not just stand-up speaking skills)

• “Mix” the students in the groups – not all 
same place, same rank, or same background



Lessons learned & applied guidance

• Technical problems will get in the way ---
insure proper software and set-up prior to 
course --- instructor/facilitator can only serve 
as an initial troubleshooter and help resolve 
common problems  --- otherwise, students 
must rely on “Help Desk” services

• Require Blackboard familiarization training 
prior to AdLIC (i.e., AdLIC is not a “Blackboard” 
course)



Lessons learned & applied guidance

• Publish “known issues with Blackboard” in 
course (e.g., IE 8 does not work with Bb exams)

• Supervisor commitment to 10 hours per week 
in order for their employees to take AdLIC

• Not all classroom instructors necessarily 
make good online facilitators (…but most can 
make a successful transition with training and 
encouragement)



Questions ?

Comments ?

Scott A. Langhorst, Ph.D.

Courseware Standards & Certification Division / TCM-dL

U.S. Army Training Support Center

Ft Eustis, VA  23604

757-878-3957

scott.langhorst@us.army.mil



Back-up slides

http://members.cox.net/slanghorst/USDLAPresentationHand-outs.html

http://members.cox.net/slanghorst/USDLAPresentationHand-outs.html
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